la belle bone conduction

**Bone conduction hearing systems**
If the inner ear is intact and the outer and/or middle ear do not permit sound transmission, bone conduction systems help sound transmission. These transmit the sound with mechanical vibrations to the cranial bone and thence into the inner ear.

**Your own glasses become the hearing system**

**Bone conduction hearing system for your glasses**
The unique combination of hearing module and glasses has been a pioneer in the field of bone conduction hearing systems for years. Hardly any other system is so discreet and so comfortable. State-of-the-art technology ensures a brilliant hearing sensation.

*Hear for yourself!*

la belle spectacle hearing systems

**Seeing and hearing in one**
labe belle spectacle hearing systems combine a hearing module and glasses elegantly. This makes la belle nearly invisible: ideal for people who appreciate an unobtrusive solution for a natural hearing sensation both professionally and privately.

la belle spectacle hearing systems are available for both air and bone conduction.
**la belle: seeing and hearing in one**

**Simply ingenious: your glasses become the hearing system**

The patented hearing module is technically and optically integrated into your glasses so that the added value of your glasses is virtually invisible. Due to the familiar position of the glasses on the head, your new hearing system is:

- automatically ideally positioned on the head,
- not noticeable to you,
- hardly visible to others.

No other hearing system can be worn more comfortably or discreetly.

The **la belle** hearing system is “made in Germany”. A quality product that will guarantee long-lasting pleasure.

**Technology at its finest**

**Almost invisible - but strong in performance**

- Easy to use
- Lifelike quality sound
- Automatic adjustment of listening comprehension
- Perfect listening even in noisy environments
- Masks interference noise

**One hearing aid – for all spectacles**

**Practical.** Whether working, reading or sunglasses: you only need one hearing module for your glasses. Click on – done!

**Flexible:** wear your glasses as usual even without the hearing module – with the discreet temple arm end piece.

**Your hearing care professional will advise you ...**

The right hearing module for your glasses

**la belle** offers you the right solution for almost all hearing problems. Your hearing care professional will be happy to advise you which **la belle** hearing system is right for you.

**Contact them now!**

„Now, I can not only read, but even hear with my glasses. A great solution.“

„We understand hearing.“